
2008—Barack Obama, First African-American  

US President 

2020—Kamala Harris, First black and first Asian-
American US Vice-President.  

 

Negro spirituals are songs created 
by the Africans who were captured 
and brought to the United States 
to be sold into slavery. This stolen 
race was deprived of their            
languages, families, and cultures; 
yet, their masters could not take 

Why Me? 

Why do you hate us the way that  you do?  We did no 

wrong; it was you.  You sold us at markets like we were      

produce of little value or no use. 

You stripped us of our dignity and took away our pride—

how much longer will hate abide? The same God that      

created you, created us too. 

Our mothers and sisters were raped you see, bore your       

children two and three.  My brothers falsely accused but 

were hung from a tree or thrown into the sea. 

Because of the dark pigment in our skin, please realize it’s 

no sin.  Jesus died to set all free. Why won’t you let it be?  

You have excelled and so have we. Check our achievements 

and you will see.  You can cut us down like you do a tree but 

growth is for us—just wait and see. 

Black is beautiful and I’m glad to be a proud creation of 

God—that’s me! 

Written by Sister Helen Hill 
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Why is Black History Month celebrated? 

Initially, Black History Month was a way of teaching 

students and young people about black and African-

Americans' contributions. Such stories had been 

largely forgotten and were a neglected part of the 

national narrative. 

Now, it's seen as a celebration of those who've 

impacted not just the country but the world with their 

activism and achievements. In the US, the month-long 

spotlight during February is an opportunity for people 

to engage with black history, go beyond discussions of 

racism and slavery, and highlight black leaders and 

accomplishments. 

 

Why is Black History Month important? 

For many modern black millennials, the month-long 

celebration offers an opportunity to reimagine what 

possibilities lie ahead. But for many, the forces that 

drove Woodson nearly a century ago are more 

relevant than ever.                                   

     

As Lonnie G. Bunch III, Director of the Smithsonian 

Institution said at the opening of the Washington D.C.'s 

National Museum of African American History and 

Culture in 2016: “There is no more powerful force than 

a people steeped in their history. And there is no 

higher cause than honoring our struggle and 

ancestors by remembering". 


